Jeep ignition control module

Fast Shipping! Authorized dealer! Vehicle Fitment Verified fit Jeep Commander The Buick grand
nationals started using coil pack technology while many other GM vehicles were using dual
tower coil packs sometimes known as waste spark systems. When Ford moved to the 4. Other
common applications came from Mitsubishi and eventually Chrysler systems. The DIS-2 has
two channels, to fire two coil packs, while the DIS-4 is capable of firing up to four coil packs or
even four individual coils. Each control delivers full power capacitive discharge sparks from idle
through racing RPM. Below RPM there is a series of multiple sparks that last for up to 20 Degree
of crankshaft rotation to improve idle, starting and throttle response. The adjustable features of
the DIS ignitions have also been upgraded with rotary dials. These provide easier, and more
precise adjustments of the over-rev limiter and the holeshot rev limit. Also, there is now a step
retard that can be wired directly to a nitrous system or switch for activation! For use on 6 or 8
cylinder engines with two, three or four coil packs. We are an online based store that sells
automotive parts and accessories of various manufacturers at affordable prices and fast
shipping. After the purchase you will receive a confirmation email and when your product ships
you will get an email notification and a tracking number. Although we try to keep an updated
catalog, some items could be on the back order and you would be notified by email if that is the
case. If you have a question about a certain product, order that you placed, stock or fitment you
can contact us and we will try to get an answer for you as soon as possible. Our customer
support is always ready to help you! Thousands of positive feedbacks guaranty our quality. We
provide manufacturer's warranty on all products that we sell. In order to qualify for warranty you
need to provide us with detailed pictures of the issue and a description of what is happening.
We then send this information to manufacturer for their decision either to grant or reject the
warranty. If warranty is granted we need the item to be sent back with return instructions
provided. Once delivered and inspected we then send out a replacement. If you need a
replacement before sending out a defective item ex: replacing a shock absorber we will take a
refundable deposit for an item and ship the replacement and issue a refund once you send us
back the defective item and manufacturer approves the warranty. In case of our fault we provide
a free replacement or a full refund with prepaid return shipping. Item must be shipped back and
in transit before we ship a replacement item to you. Items must be returned within the stated
time frame in the same condition as we sent them. Any product you return must be in new,
unused, resalable condition and in the original packaging. Please ensure that the item you're
returning is repackaged with all the hardware, ties, bushings, additional items and
documentation that were included when you received it. A buyer can request a cancellation up
to an hour after the transaction, as long as the seller has not shipped the item. Orders that are
canceled after they are processed and packaged for shipment will be charged a rerouting fee.
For packages that are refused at the time of delivery all return shipping fees will be deducted
from the return credit. We try our best to ship orders within 24 hours. All shipping times do not
include the day of the shipment, holidays, or weekends. You may even pick up from a stocking
warehouse if that warehouse permits us to do so. We do take international orders and ship them
from a separate warehouse which might take additional days to ship. Some or all packages we
ship may require a signature at the time of delivery. FedEx will make 3 attempts to deliver your
package. If on the 3rd attempt no one is available to sign for the package, it will be returned to
us. You will be responsible for all return shipping to us and any charges to re-ship the package
back to you Shipments to apo or fpo addresses will have to be coordinated beforehand in order
to calculate total shipping By purchasing this item you verify that you have read and agree to all
of out terms and conditions of sale. Jeep Grand Cherokee owners have reported 67 problems
related to ignition module under the electrical system category. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Jeep
Grand Cherokee based on all problems reported for the Grand Cherokee. Ignition module. Key
comes out when the vehicle is on while stopped or in motion. Lights are not coming on the
panel, turn signal not working, if the radio and air conditioner are working the lights go off
inside and outside the vehicle. If they are off the internal lights do not work while driving and
unsure if other cars can see actions of driver. See all problems of the Jeep Grand Cherokee.
When Jeep is started after being parked. Wont shift out of park. When ignition is turned off,
engine continues to run even after key is removed. All other electric components turn off except
for engine. Safety release button was pushed to get Jeep out of gear, but when put back in park,
it gets stuck again. Is there a recall on ignition switch or module switch thats causing this?. The
Jeep has electrical stuff happening sporadically and does not start but with power but after 3 to
6 attempts starts right up. I turn key all power and bells go off and it makes a humming noise
and 1 click noise dash says ' transmission over temp' the Jeep is cold so not over temperature.
I've seen a lot of post about recall and also about ignition switch or module. I've only owned for
2 years and dealer said car had no recalls when I purchased. This happens stationary and also

after driving about 20 minutes to destination and when I went to leave it took several times
before starting. This has been going on for last 3 days but few messages randomly popped in
information center few times before this had at dealer on computer no codes said it was okay. Tl
the contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee. The contact stated that while driving approximately
65 mph, the vehicle loss motive power and stalled. Several moments later the vehicle restarted.
On several occasions, the vehicle would not immediately restart. The vehicle was taken to the
local dealer mountain view Chrysler located at alabama hwy, ringgold, GA , who diagnosed that
the ignition switch was defective. The ignition switch was replaced and the drive control module
was reprogrammed however, the failure persisted. The manufacturer was notified of the failure.
The failure mileage was , Reference: NHTSA campaign number: 10v while driving, if the vehicle
goes over a bump in the road the key fob may fall out of the ignition module. While stationary,
the key may be removed from the ignition switch win module prior to placing the shifter in park.
This could result in the potential for unintended vehicle movement and could increase the risk
of a crash. Vehicle does not start and shuts off ignition module or ignition key fobik is not
functioning there was a recall 14v but the dealer said there no recall on my vehicle and
according to the recall it pertains to vehicles manufactured in may of 08 and my vehicle was
manufactured in may of Took our Jeep to the dealership after the key fob kept getting stuck in
the ignition and wouldn't release. They said it was the win module that needs to be replaced and
the key would have to be reprogrammed for that win module! Now we're running into more
issues while we're driving where it starts glitching and the computer makes all kinds of terrible
scary sounds and has actually powered down on us! Unfortunately, the issues have continually
gotten worse and I'm afraid to drive it with my family since it powered down while driving down
the street!. On several occasions, it was difficult to start the vehicle. Additionally, the key seized
in the ignition. The vehicle was taken to parkway Chrysler Dodge Jeep ram located at hall rd,
clinton twp, mi , where it was diagnosed that there was an electrical shortage in the win module.
The contact was informed that the win module and keys needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
repaired. The approximate failure mileage was , Tl-the contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee.
Contact stated that while the driver drove at 55 to 60 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning.
The driver was able to coast onto the road shoulder. The driver waited a few minutes and was
able to restart the engine and drove the vehicle home. The vehicle was taken central florida
Chrysler Jeep Dodge commodity circle orlando florida, phone number a diagnostic was
performed. The failure code was located at the ignition win module. The ignition win module
needed to be replaced. The win modudle was not replaced. The dealerships advised the contact
the vehicle was not included in NHTSA campaign number 14v electrical system air bag. The
manufacturer was not notified. Electronic shifter module had gone out. Park reverse neutral in
and drive are the only functions available. To downshift from drive fourth, third, second, and
first have lost all ability. Primarily the driving of the vehicle is through the streets of san
francisco and the ability to downshift is necessary to avoid collision and to climb the steep hills.
Not only for myself, but for anybody else with this problem for example: driving to an exit ramp
from speeds of 65 and needing to decelerate to 25 would be very difficult and major where on
the brake system. Now for climbing the hills of san francisco in a high gear puts a major stress
on the transmission. Please take into consideration that the electronic shifter module should be
recalled for safety. This vehicle has already been recalled for an ignition and has been replaced
but I received several notices from Jeep starting out as simple and is nicely put his please see
your service dealership there is a recall and to the extreme of receiving notices that said your
vehicle has a recall and you are putting other peoples lives in danger by neglecting to have it
fixed. I have done my homework and the ignition and was told from a dealership that it was not
necessary since I only use the key with no keychain. I have also done my homework on the
electronic shifter module and there are many people who have made videos or testimonies
about their Jeeps having the problem of the ability not to downshift through the electronic
shifter module. In the past 12 years I pray that there has been no accidents in direct relation to
this electronic shifter module but if you're a driver you know that every gear on the vehicle is
there for a reason and rely on the safety of the vehicle. While driving to work one day, I noticed
a humming noise coming from the front of the vehicle, shortly before arriving at work the
battery light came on so I dropped off the car at a local mechanic to have it looked at. They
called me back to say the alternator had went out and would need replaced. After replacing the
alternator, my Jeep wasn't starting, so they had to replace the battery and explained the
alternator had fried and took the battery out with it. Once the battery was replaced, the Jeep still
wouldn't start and couldn't locate the keys although it was physically in the ignition , they said
my Jeep would need to be towed to a Jeep dealership to get the powertrain control module
replaced because they couldn't program the replacement module. After getting it towed and
having the powertrain control module replaced it is running fine again. In summary, the

alternator went out and shorted both the battery and the powertrain control module in the
process. A recall exists for several other Jeep models due to this same issue, however my
vehicle's VIN isn't listed in the recall. The contact owns a Jeep Grand Cherokee. While in park,
the vehicle failed to start. The vehicle was towed to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the
wireless ignition node win module and a key fob needed to be replaced. The contact stated that
the manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The manufacturer
was not notified of the failure. Parts distribution disconnect. The original problem was a battery
light that came on when the car was being driven during a light rain. The solution suggested by
our normal mechanic who is very good and has serviced the car for years was to replace the
alternator and then it was noted the battery was bad. It was replaced since it was three years
old. After the repair the car started to die intermittently while being driven. The car was taken
back to the mechanic who check the diagnostics and said it appeared to be pointing to the
ignition switch based on their diagnostic flowchart. The mechanics service technician was able
to duplicate the stalling in the vehicle when he drove it. Suggested we take back to the dealer
who had replaced the ignition switch tumblers during the recall for this vehicle last November.
We received a download of the diagnostic codes which appear to be related to multiple failures
of ignition modules but the dealer reported his service technician had not been able to duplicate
the failure. He thought it might be the tipm but was sure it was not the switch. He was unable to
tell us what the failure was and said we would have to pay for more diagnostics if he was to find
out what exactly it was. I took it back to my mechanic who replaced alternator. However, as I
was driving the car last Saturday it died after we stopped at a railroad crossing waiting on a
train and then tried to cross the tracks after the arms had gone up. The crossing t-bones into
another road and a very deep bar ditch at the side of that road. The crossing was a steep
incline. Almost put car in ditch. My wife would not have been able to control and stop it as I
barely was able to. After reviewing other similar complaints I now believe it is the tipm. This is
safety related since all safety equipment is tied to this. The contact stated that the vehicle failed
to start while parked in the garage. The vehicle was towed to the dealer where it was diagnosed
that the ignition switch module failed and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made
aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 98, The contact stated that while driving at an
unknown, the vehicle stalled and failed to restart. The vehicle was taken to the dealer. The
technician diagnosed that the ignition switch module needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
not repaired. The failure mileage was 48, The contact stated that the vehicle failed to start. The
technician diagnosed that the ignition module needed to be replaced since it failed to read the
key. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure and refused to provide any assistance
since the vehicle was not included in NHTSA campaign number: 14v electrical system. The
contact stated that while driving at 40 mph without warning the vehicle stalled. The contact
stated that the vehicle lost electrical system, brakes, and power steering. The contact was
unable to restart the vehicle. The vehicle was towed to the dealer for diagnostic testing. The
contact was informed that the wiring ignition module win failed and needed to be replaced. The
approximate failure mileage was 80, The contact stated that the key was able to be removed
from the ignition while the transmission was still engaged. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
to be diagnosed. The contact was informed that the win wireless ignition node module needed
to be replaced. Consumer writes in regards to replacement parts not available to complete
wireless ignition node module recall notice. The consumer stated on several occasions, the
vehicle shut off while driving. The contact stated that while parked, the ignition switch would
not move out of the on position to the off position. The failure recurred on several occasions.
The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the win module needed to be
replaced. While parked the car will rotate between not cranking to starting but shutting
completely off. In addition to these issues while driving 40 mph the vehicle will sometimes stall
and engine will start to lose power. They diagnosed the problem as a ignition switch recall but
they didn't have the part to fix it at this time. In addition, stated that the wireless control module
wcm had failed and needed to be replaced. While the car was there they also performed a 28
point inspection and didn't find any additional concerns. Nine days later the wcm part come in
from canada and was replaced. As of the time of this formal complaint the vehicle will not start.
In a closing, the issues the car was experiencing prior to taking it to the dealership for repair or
exactly the same issues that I'm experiencing today. I will have the Jeep towed back to the
dealership first thing Sunday morning. The contact stated that when the ignition was turned to
the on position, the engine did not start. The vehicle was towed to dealer where it was
diagnosed that the ignition module failed and needed to be replaced. The failure mileage was
approximately 78, The VIN was unavailable. The vehicle was taken to a dealer who diagnosed
that the ignition module needed to be replaced. Next morning after returning from dealer, the
engine would crank but not start. This problem was intermittent, and the engine would

sometimes start after minutes of trying. They couldn't replicate problem and released car back
to me doing nothing. This time dealer spent almost 3 weeks working on the problem. First, the
fuel pump relay the recall part already replaced once was determined to be faulty and was
replaced. My wife and our 4 month old baby were in the car, and I was somewhat terrified. There
was traffic surrounding us, and I was left with no power to the brakes or steering. Luckily I was
already in the right lane and was able to put hazards on and pull over slowly without incident. If
there had been a red light or sudden braking in front of me however, the situation would have
been much different. I have had our Jeep in the shop 4 times for what seems to be the issue
described in the fuel pump relay recall, but we are still experiencing the same problem! I am at
my wits end, and no longer feel safe in this vehicle. While attempting to operate the vehicle, the
engine failed to start. The vehicle had to be towed to a dealer. The technician diagnosed that the
ignition win module malfunctioned and it needed to be replaced. The contact received
notification of NHTSA campaign number: 14v electrical system ; however, the part needed to do
the repair was unavailable. The manufacturer was made aware of the issue. The approximate
failure mileage was approximately 96, The VIN was not available. Driving on highway 91 south
check battery light came on then check engine and then all warning lights illuminated. Then
speedometer, lights and engine shut off shortly after at 65 mph. Very dangerous had to coast to
the side of the highway with heavy weekend traffic. Towed Jeep to Chrysler dealer where they
got code b and b1a Dealer replaced win module ignition and new keys. Seems to be running
okay at the moment. To rectify not to mention the towing and rental costs. This item should be
recalled and we should be reimbursed!. Vehicle has had a history of unresolved electrical
issues beginning at the time of purchase. In , the ignition switch began to fail and the key fob
was replaced. Due to a VIN number issue with a replacement program, Chrysler refused to
replace the key assemblies though they were replacing identical assemblies on other vehicles
that used the same modules. Several "reprogrammings" have been conducted to clear
problems. Specific issues include: 1. Erratic behavior of electrical system that stems from the
operation of the ignition switch. Chronic failure of the electronic throttle. You can be driving
along at any speed and you will lose throttle control. This has caused several near miss
accidents. The problem is acknowledged by a check engine light and lighting of an specific idiot
light on the dash. However, the lack of throttle response is very dangerous and can be restored
by only stopping the vehicle and shutting down the engine several times to reset the
electronics. Chronic failure of the dealership to address proper correction of the electrical
problems. Vehicle was covered by a full warranty and an extended warranty but these problems
were never repaired. Due to sporadic and random nature of the systems faults, the dealership
refuses to make repairs. Dealerships unable to clear check engine light and blame issues on the
fact this unit has a diesel engine. Local waterway car wash is refusing to wash these vehicles
due to rapid and unattended acceleration issues which have caused accidents at their car
washes. This problem can be documented by calling them by telephone. They consider the
vehicles to be a safety risk. Please help!. However, my Jeep dealership in plattsmouth, nebraska
has continuously claimed that Jeep dealerships cannot get the parts needed to replace the win
module and the frequency operated button ignition keys. The contact stated the key became
stuck and failed to eject from the ignition. The failure recurred on numerous occasions. The
vehicle was taken to a dealer. The technician diagnosed that the win module needed to be
replaced. The failure was repaired but the failure persisted. The approximately failure mileage
was 81, The contact stated that all the warning gauges on the instrument panel illuminated. The
contact mentioned that the turn signals and rear brake lights failed. The battery was
disconnected from the terminal and the vehicle was restarted. The failure occurred on two
different occasions. The manufacturer was contacted. The technician diagnosed that the
ignition module needed to be replaced. The failure mileage was 72, and the current mileage was
77, The contact stated that the vehicle failed to start as the key became stuck in the ignition
switch. The vehicle was towed to the dealer, who replaced the wireless ignition control module
but the failure later recurred. The contact also stated that the brake, trac off and the tire
pressure warning lights illuminated and the gauges would intermittently display random
numbers. Additionally, the vehicle would stall sporadically. The failure mileage was 50, While
driving at 60 mph, the vehicle lost all power and stalled without warning. The contact was able
to restart the vehicle and various warning lights on the instrument panel illuminated and the
vehicle began to jerk. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic. The technician
diagnosed that the ignition module failed. The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign
number: 14v electrical system ; however, the repair part needed was not available. The contact
stated that the manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the repair. The contact
stated that the ignition module failed, causing the vehicle to stall sporadically and without
warning multiple times. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer, who was unable to

diagnose the failure. The vehicle was then taken to an independent mechanic where it was
diagnosed that the total integrated power module needed to be replaced. The approximate
failure mileage was 36, The contact stated that while driving 25 mph, the key suddenly slipped
out of the ignition switch however, the engine did not power off. The contact took the vehicle to
the local dealer and was informed that the win module was defective. No repairs were performed
on the vehicle. The contact called the manufacturer and was informed that the vehicle was not
included in NHTSA campaign number 13v electrical system , power train. The failure mileage
was 72, Car Problems. Ignition Module problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee 1. Ignition Module
problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee 2. Ignition Module problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee 3.
Ignition Module problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee 4. Ignition Module problem of the Jeep
Grand Cherokee 5. Ignition Module problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee 6. Ignition Module
problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee 7. Ignition Module problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee 8.
Ignition Module problem of the Jeep Grand Cherokee 9. Ignition Module problem of the Jeep
Grand Cherokee Electrical System problems. Ignition Switch problems. Car Will Not Start
problems. Starter problems. Wiring problems. Software problems. Horn Assembly problems.
Ignition problems. When you long for rock solid styling and reliable craftsmanship you want a
stylish car from Jeep. Rugged Jeep vehicles are known for offering enduring performance on or
off road. Jeep machines are precision engineered to provide tough rough road performance.
Since the beginning Jeep has been known as a vehicle maker that puts passenger protection
and value at the top of the list. With a Jeep, you benefit from great styling plus their legendary
durability. For quick performance and smooth driver control vehicle buyers trust cars designed
by Jeep. For consumers in the know, Jeep is trusted for dependability, sleek looks and superior
vehicle handling. For the best in accident safety and fuel savings consumers believe in cars
engineered by Jeep. A Jeep is an automobile designed for maximum performance and it
requires the best quality replacement parts. Whether you race or just appreciate driving a
high-performance vehicle, the highest quality aftermarket and OEM parts are vital. A
malfunctioning Jeep Ignition Control Unit might stop the spark plugs from running or cause the
vehicle to stop running. The car or truck's Jeep Ignition Control Unit is a device that is
controlled by your vehicle computer to achieve a high level of precision. A Jeep Ignition Control
Unit is important to keeping your car or truck's engine performance. The sparking frequency is
managed by the Jeep Ignition Control Unit. Your car's Jeep Ignition Control Unit is mounted on
your engine and regulates the vehicle's electronic ignition system. People who love cars know
premium parts are essential to the best possible performance and we here at PartsGeek are
committed to helping you find the best auto parts for your vehicle. The car experts at PartsGeek
know what it's like to love your car, and so we have made it our mission to help you find the
right parts. I spent the extra money to get an oem part and I'm very happy with my decision.
Installed with no problems. My Jeep GK runs great!!! I am very happy with this part plugs right
in I had to do a little modification for my MSD ignition coil to fit in properly. Skip to main content
Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of
ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service
page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low
prices. You can buy with confidence! Grand Wagoneer. AC Delco. BWD Automotive. DIY
Solutions. Standard Motor Products. United Automotive. Jeep Spark Plug Wires. Jeep Ignition
Coil. Jeep Glow Plugs. Jeep Reference Sensor. Jeep Distributor. Jeep Variable Timing Solenoid.
Jeep Starter. Jeep Crank Position Sensor. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Image is not vehicle specific. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight,
2 Day. Features: United Motor Products premium quality ignition contact sets are made of the
highest quality premium materials to provide maximum performance and longevity in the
toughest conditions. Product SKU: Read more reviews. Catalog: B. Vehicle Jeep CJ5. Vehicle
Engine Jeep Wrangler. Vehicle Jeep Grand Wagoneer. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Engine Jeep CJ7.
Vehicle Jeep CJ7. Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Vehicle Engine Jeep Cherokee. Catalog: C. Catalog: T.
Vehicle Engine Jeep J Catalog: P. Fast Shipping! Authorized dealer! Vehicle Fitment Verified fit
Jeep Cherokee The Buick grand nationals started using coil pack technology while many other
GM vehicles were using dual tower coil packs sometimes known as waste spark systems. When
Ford moved to the 4. Other common applications came from Mitsubishi and eventually Chrysler
systems. The DIS-2 has two channels, to fire two coil packs, while the DIS-4 is capable of firing
up to four coil packs or even four individual coils. Each control delivers full power capacitive
discharge sparks from idle through racing RPM. Below RPM there is a series of multiple sparks
that last for up to 20 Degree of crankshaft rotation to improve idle, starting and throttle
response. The adjustable features of the DIS ignitions have also been upgraded with rotary
dials. These provide easier, and more precise adjustments of the over-rev limiter and the
holeshot rev limit. Also, there is now a step retard that can be wired directly to a nitrous system

or switch for activation! For use on 6 or 8 cylinder engines with two, three or four coil packs. We
are an online based store that sells automotive parts and accessories of various manufacturers
at affordable prices and fast shipping. After the purchase you will receive a confirmation email
and when your product ships you will get an email notification and a tracking number. Although
we try to keep an updated catalog, some items could be on the back order and you would be
notified by email if that is the case. If you have a question about a certain product, order that
you placed, stock or fitment you can contact us and we will try to get an answer for you as soon
as possible. Our customer support is always ready to help you! Thousands of positive
feedbacks guaranty our quality. We provide manufacturer's warranty on all products that we
sell. In order to qualify for warranty you need to provide us with detailed pictures of the issue
and a description of what is happening. We then send this information to manufacturer for their
decision either to grant or reject the warranty. If warranty is granted we need the item to be sent
back with return instructions provided. Once delivered and inspected we then send out a
replacement. If you need a replacement before sending out a defective item ex: replacing a
shock absorber we will take a refundable deposit for an item and ship the replacement and
issue a refund once you send us back the defective item and manufacturer approves the
warranty. In case of our fault we provide a free replacement or a full refund with prepaid return
shipping. Item must be shipped back and in transit before we ship a replacement item to you.
Items must be returned within the stated time frame in the same condition as we sent them. Any
product you return must be in new, unused, resalable condition and in the original packaging.
Please ensure that the item you're returning is repackaged with all the hardware, ties, bushings,
additional items and documentation that were included when you received it. A buyer can
request a cancellation up to an hour after the transaction, as long as the seller has not shipped
the item. Orders that are canceled after they are processed and packaged for shipment will be
charged a rerouting fee. For packages that are refused at the time of delivery all return shipping
fees will be deducted from the return credit. We try our best to ship orders within 24 hours. All
shipping times do not include the day of the shipment, holidays, or weekends. You may even
pick up from a stocking warehouse if that warehouse permits us to do so. We do take
international orders and ship them from a separate warehouse which might take additional days
to ship. Some or all packages we ship may require a signature at the time of delivery. FedEx will
make 3 attempts to deliver your package. If on the 3rd attempt no one is available to sign for the
package, it will be returned to us. You will be responsible for all return shipping to us and any
charges to re-ship the package back to you Shipments to apo or fpo addresses will have to be
coordinated beforehand in order to calculate total shipping By purchasing this item you verify
that you have read and agree to all of out terms and conditions of sale. GuruTSQT answered 2
years ago. Does anybody no were ignition control module is located on 02 jeep Cherokee 4. I
looked up that part: "Ignition Control Module" and there is nothing listed as a replacement part.
But I do know there are several key components that are necessary to make an ignition spark.
Your ECM controls the spark and timing. That depends on the Camshaft Position Sensor where
the distributor used to be. Also the Crankshaft Position Sensor located on the bell housing
picking up a signal from the rotating flywheel. And there's the Coil Pack that is a row of coils
mounted directly on the spark plugs. All of those together make the spark. The one that fails
most commonly is the Crankshaft Position Sensor, you will get a code P A code P is failure of
the Camshaft Position Sensor. And so on. Good Luck. In the distibutor the ignition module plug
was cut. Can it be spliced and hardwired. Car starts with remote starter. I put key in it stops.
Have you ever heard of this that thi Do i have a blown fuse possib My bcm went out a little while
ago and i found time today to go to pick a part to get a new one. My year is 03, and i found an 03
at pic a part and bought the bcm from it. Will I have to program it I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Ignition control module. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Jeep Grand Cherokee question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep Grand Cherokee
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars For Sale. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. High
strength,solid and durable to use. Sophisticated construction,based on reliable material and
fine craftsmanship. Package Included:. We only accept payment through PayPal. Any question,
please contact us by email on working days. If you are satisfied with the product you received,
please leave us positive feedback and 5 scores DSR. Skip to main content. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed

this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle.
Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your
money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information landmonstershop Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Does not
ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Ontario, California, United States. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens
in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation
tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained
in this table have been provided by landmonstershop. Local pick up is not available. All of our
brand new items come with a Days money-back guarantee. USD All rights reserved. Shipping
and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import
charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods.
Seller's payment instructions We only warranty cost of parts. Back to home page Return to top.
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.
Change country: -Select- United States There are 1 items available. Ignition Control Module Item I will always carry. Title pretty much says it all. I've had my '89 GW for six years and
yesterday on my way home the truck just shut off without warning. It had done this twice within
the past 3 months but always fired right back up before I even stopped, both times it was when
the engine was cold and I had just made a turn so I thought it was a fuel issue. Threw it in
Neutral and pulled over in the center turn lane on a busy road. Tried cranking it and it'd crank
but no sign of it firing. Popped the hood and pulled the air cleaner cover, pumped the carburetor
and I was getting gas. Figured I wasn't getting spark, went to my box of "always carry" parts in
the cargo area and grabbed a new ignition control module. Hooked it up, left it hanging loose
and the truck fired up as soon as I hit the switch. Closed the hood and drove the rest of the way
home. It seems like I'm changing one of these every years. I don't carry many spare parts in the
truck, but this is one that I will always keep handy. This saved a AAA tow call and an hour of
sitting on the side of the road. As it turned out I was back on the road within 5 minutes. Already
have the "new spare" ordered. You might want to run through your grounds and make sure you
still have the resistor wire protecting your Module. They should not be going out that quickly,
though I know I have heard that the newer modules do not do very well. For me, one of the first
things I do on any AMC or Jeep is to replace the Module with an HEI Module I don't worry about
"stealth" as it doesn't matter in this part of the State which is an easy mod you can download
from all over the net. You can still carry a spare module, but an HEI will fit in your ashtray! I also
switch to the "E Core" coil and "Big Cap" wires at the same time. Another option is to go with
an HEI distributor. They are actually now less expensive than the above mentioned mods, if you
buy that stuff new Just be sure and reuse your dist gear and a "Diode" and you will be good.
Either of these systems will eliminate the need for a resistor and will allow the full 12V to go to
your ign. You will have 3X the output from the coil and can increase gap on your plugs to at
least. Just for packaging and never having to clean that thick, nasty goo off my fender again

makes it worth it for me! Last edited by j2sax : at AM. And the better your heat sink, the longer
the module is likely to last. Find all posts by tgreese. I've also seen too many of them arc from
the output back over the coil frame. Unless you're talking the MSD direct controlled dizzy. I'm
talking about the MSD series. They beat the cheap fixes hands down if you really use your
equipment. If you start adding cost for your time break downs repairs. I think in the long run the
value can beat the immediate repetitive economic short term solutions. I've heard of only 2 MSD
failures I know one of them was wired backwards. Like others here I'm not saying it's the only
way. It has really worked for me. I just completed my Honcho last week. When I find the right
deal I'll swap the dizzy. No doubt not everyone's cup of tea. No use repeating the orignal
mistakes. I'm to old to push it that's why. Last edited by serehill : at PM. Im needing to figure out
what to do. Our 89 randomly dies but always starts right back. Worried it will leave us stranded
before long. So the options are some sort of hei module, hei distributor which eliminates most
of the stock ignition, and a msd box setup? Ive got some serious research to do. Lots of
options. Everyone is partial. Good luck with your research. You can mix parts between them.
MSD works with a VR trigger too. Lots of possible combinations, as mentioned. JMO - the
Duraspark distributor in your '89 is a good distributor - as good as any distributor that could
replace it. I'd focus on the module. Last edited by tgreese : at AM. I have to admit I have never
been familiar with the stealth type modification for HEI. As far as HEI goes this this is leap
beyond the newer self contained ones. I stand corrected on the difference. If HEI was my only
choice I would have to do this. Now that is certainly something. Pretty awesome writeup that is.
I really like that it basically keeps everything stock, just upgrades the module. When you say
MSD serehill, are you talking of this? I have a MSD 6a on my Honcho running the stock
distributor. The 6a is a multi spark controller much like the stealth system Tim is using as far as
basic function. That is where the similarity ends. Most think it's over the top. If you look at
peoples sigs you'll see several people run them. They are really easy to install. It's an ECM on
steroids. MSD 6A I have two MSD's with twin coils installed in my waggie and can flip a switch
and have a complete new ignition system I am not so anal as to have the twin dizzy pickup
option - perhaps if serhill gives me a grant for the dual pickup option? Expletive Deleted! Howell
fuel Injected Hmm The dual dizzy concept may be a little over the top though. That term is often
used interchangeably, but in reality it is not. If someone goes into a parts store asking for an
ECM and the guy behind the counter is unfamiliar it can cause confusion. It does not help that
people refer to both as "Brain Boxes" either! The MSD works well on a stock motor and really
comes in handy if you are wanting to ramp up performance with other mods and push for higher
RPMs. I have not issues with failures personally and do not use the "Stealth heat sink".. In
reality I just hate dealing with the resin! Let us know what you decide to do Sorry Serehill, I now
see where you said you had the distributor. Is that why you buy the new msd distributor? Why
do you use the blastor 2 coil I assume? I would rather keep it stock and use the coil myself but I
wasnt sure if the is much better. Whats a home built coil controller wire? Ive yet to see anyone
talk about the msd 6al box. It seems it adds an rpm rev limiter, is that not desired? Last edited
by JeepJeepster : at AM. I'll jump into this discussion. I've got a crane hi 6 box and an LX 92 coil
that I ran in my mustang. When the car hit the wall she got parted out and I held onto the
ignition components just in case I decided to run them in the cherk or merc. My 77 has been
converted back to points by the po, would running the hi6 be a good idea? She's by no means a
race car but every engine likes a clean healthy spark. You don't have to run the 6 a 6thew 6 is
fine. That's just what I happened to get on the Cherokee. The Honcho is a plain 6. I got the
Blaster 2 with the box. I've never had a problem with the Blaster 2 so I didn't replace it. I think
there's just not enough difference to swap them out. So the TFI is sitting tint he one of these
days pile. I've ran it for 6 years without issue the same cap. Not to mention 40 extra bucks. They
don't do anything for me. I will change to the smaller MSD cap when this one quits. If you don't
need modular plug direct wiring the coil would cost the price of everyday copper wire. About a
dollar. So I like the limiter. But it is certainly not required. That box should work fine as long as
it can operate off of you points system I don't know that much about the crane system. A short
investigation looks like it will work. If you do you'll never put another set of point in it. Good
deal, appreciate the advice serehill! That way I can quickly swap back to stock for whatever
reason.. Ill wire it like this, just with the stock plugs: Im guessing the big black line along the
bottom is the harness you made yourself? Got a link or part number for those plugs? All times
are GMT The time now is PM. Powered by vBulletin Version 3. Trail Stories. User Name.
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